
 RISING STAR: MINDTREE   
Caution

Mindtree has heavy reliance on the U.S. with a large chunk of its public cloud 
transformation revenues coming from this region. The firm needs to expand its 
footprint in several markets such as Brazil, Australia and New Zealand and the 
Nordics.

Strengths
Product IT operating model: Mindtree has been providing high-quality outcomes and improving business 
outcomes by helping clients operate in a product IT operating model. Here, products are developed as a group 
of inter-connected independent micro-services. This leads to the adoption of DevSecOps and improves speed 
and agility in the development process. Mindtree has a strong practice of agile DevOps on public clouds like 
AWS, Azure, OpenStack, and has built automated CI/CD pipelines in minutes for its clients.

Serverless solutions: Mindtree leverages serverless platforms to solve business challenges and offers 
serverless computing solutions in two forms. One is Service Design, which is leveraged for uninformed 
consumption mostly for the CIO group and includes compute services like functions, data services like 
Cosmos, DynamoDB, integration services like SNS, ServiceBus, etc. The second is Solution Design, which uses a 
serverless platform for greenfield and modernizing applications as an offering to the CTO group.

Mindtree is an IT outsourcing and managed services provider, and co-headquartered in Warren, New Jersey 
and Bangalore, Karnataka. The firm has close to 2,000 engineers supporting cloud services for clients in 12 
different industries. It has a strong focus on the media and telecom industry, followed by the retail and travel 
and transportation sectors. It is an AWS advanced consulting partner and a Microsoft Azure strategic partner.
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With its “Born Digital” slogan, Mindtree has 
been providing its innovative public cloud 

transformation offerings and solutions to support 
customers in their digital and cloud journey.


